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Continuous-Time Probabilistic Automata 
ROBERT ~AST 
Department ofElectrical Engineeringj Technical University of Poznan~ Poland 
The concept of a continuous-time probabilistic automaton is
presented in the paper. The probability distribution over the state 
space of this kind of automaton can change in each moment of the 
considered time interval. In this case, such notions as input word, 
event, regular event undergo respective modifications. It is also 
useful to consider the infinitesimal-state diagram instead of the 
ordinary one. 
For the automata hus defined, the events accepted, the conditions 
of connectivity, as well as their discrete approximations are discussed. 
To conclude, examples of ystems are given that belong to the 
axiomatic framework of continuous-time probabilistic automata. 
INTRODUCTION 
Problems concerning probabilistic automata  are discussed broadly 
in the papers of Rab in  (1963), Paz  (1966), and  others. 
According to their definition, probabilistic automata  can change their 
state only within the discrete t ime scale t = i, 2, .-- . Therefore, we  
are going to call them discrete-time probabillstic automata  (d.t. proba- 
bilistic automata)  to distinguish them f rom the automata  we define 
as continuous-time probabilistic automata  (c.t. probabilistic automata).  
The  concept of the c.t. probabilistic automaton  is similar to the l~arkov 
chain with a continuous parameter. The  next-state functions of the c.t. 
probabilistic automaton  is defined for t C [0, ~ ); i.e., the c.t. proba- 
bilistic automaton  can change its state not only at i, 2, --. but at any  
moment of time. 
Many systems imilar to probabihstie automata have been studied 
for a long time from points of view other than that of automata theory. 
For instance, controlled Markov processes are studied in sequential 
decision theory (Howard, 1960). 
When considering the c.t. probabilistic automata, such notions as 
input word, event, regular event undergo suitable modifications. I t  is 
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convenient, however, to substitute for the ordinary-state diagram an 
infinitesimal-state diagram (Section I). 
In Section II we shall discuss the problems of events accepted by the 
c.t. automata. The basic theorem in this section--the theorem on the 
structure of events accepted by c.t. probabilistie automata--concerns 
only a certain class of automata, called ergodic automata in this paper. 
Further on, we  shall prove, based on the notion of discrete approxima- 
tion of a c.t. automaton (Section IV), that the c.~. probahilistic automata 
may accept nonregular events. 
We shall also discuss connected and strongly connected probabilistic 
automata (Section III). Finally, we  shall give some examples of systems 
that may be considered as c.t. probabilistic automata. 
In order to present clearly the concept of a c.t. probabilistie automa- 
ton, we  shall review in short the basic notions of probabilistic automata 
theory. 
A. DISCRETE TIME PROBABILISTIC AUTOMATA 
Let X be a finite non-empty alphabet (input alphabet). We shall 
denote by X* the set of all finite sequences of elements of the set X. 
If x* = xlx~ . .  • xk ,  then lg x* = k will denote the length of the sequence 
x* or of the input word x*. We recall the definition of a discrete time 
probabilistic automaton (Rabin, 1963). 
DEFI~ITIO~ 0.1. A discrete-time probabilistie automaton is a system 
= <Z, S, {M(x)}, ~0, F), 
where X--input alphabet; S = {sl, s2 , . . - ,  sn}--non-empty set of 
states; {M(x)} -~x E X ,  set of stochastic matrices; M(x)  = (m(s J  
s~ , x) ) nXn = (m~j(x)  ,x~, m~(x)  is the probability of a transition from 
state s~ to state s¢ via input symbol x; 7r0--the initial distribution state, 
i.e., the initial probability distribution over the points of S; F ~ S--  
the set of designated final states. 
DEFINITION 0.2. A state distribution of automaton ff~ is a probability 
distribution over the points of S. 
The probabilistie automaton ~ = (X, S, {M(x)}, ~0, F} works 
within a discrete time scale t = 1, 2, • • • ; hence, the so-called ean~onieal 
equation holds: 
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where m and xt denote the state distribution and the input symbol 
at time t, respectively. 
Usually, in theoretical considerations we substitute the length of the 
input word with the time parameter. When time is discrete, the length 
is a natural number. 
Let x* = xlx, . . .  xk E X*.  Then M(x*)  = M(x l )M(x~)  . . .  M(xk)  ; 
i.e., the transition matrix for an input word x* is found as the product 
of matrices for symbols of x* together in order. The next distribution 
state ~r (x), resulting from the present state ~r0 and from the input symbols 
x E X, is determined by 
~(x)  = ~0M(x) 
or for input words x* E X* 
~(z*) = ~#/ (x* )  
Let ~p be a binary vector with n components 
f ls~ E F 
"~ = \O s, ~ f 
for i = 1, 2, . . .  , n. Then the probability re(x*) of a transition, from 
the initiM distribution state ~r0 to one of the final states via input word 
X*, is 
re(X*) = ~:0M(x*)~ = ~(x*)~e 
DEFINITION 0.3. Let ~E = (X, S, {M(x)}, ~r0, F} be a probabilistic 
automaton. An automaton fie is said to be autonomous if the input 
alphabet consists of a unique symbol x; i.e., X = {x}. 
It is easy to see that the autonomous probabilistie automaton deter- 
mines uniquely a Markov chain with state set S, transition matrix 
M = M(x) ,  and initial state 7r0 (cf. Chung, 1960). This fact indicates 
the connection between the theory of probabilistic automata nd the 
Markov chains. 
Following Rabin, we define events accepted by probabilistic automata. 
DEFINITION 0.4. Let 9~ = (X, S, {M(x) }, ~r0, F} be a probabilistic 
automaton and let x* E X*. The ~ is said to accept x* with cut-point 
k (or confidence l vel k), where k is a real number; 0 < k < 1; if re(x*) > 
k. The set of words (or the event) accepted by ~E with cut-point k is 
(~, ~) = {z*:x* E x*, re(x*) > ~}. 
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B. CONCEPT OF CONTINUOus-TIME PROBABILISTIC _AUTOMATA 
We shall define the behavior of probabilistic automata with con- 
tinuous time for every moment of the time interval concerned. The 
concept of the continuous time probabilistic automaton is based on the 
Markov chain with continuous time (Cf. Chung, 1960). 
DEFINITION 0.5. A continuons4ime probabilistic automaton ff~ is a 
system 
~ = (X, S, {M(x, t)}, ~0, F, T = [0, oo)}, 
where X, S, ~r0, F are as in Definition 0.1, IM(x ,  t)l--set of transition 
matrix functions (see Definition 0.6); M(x ,  t) is a transition matrix 
function, the element m~j(x, t) of which is the probability of a transition 
from state s~ to state s~ via symbol x in time t; T--the interval [0, ¢0 ) 
and t 6 T. 
When we compare Definition 0.1 with Definition 0.5, we see that the 
basic difference between the d.t. automata nd the c.t. automata lies 
in the definition of the next-state function. In the case of c.t. automata, 
the next-state function changes with time given a constant input symbol. 
Then it can be noticed easily, that not each function of time can be a 
next-state function of a c.t. probabilistic automaton. In the definition 
mentioned below (cf. Chung, 1960), we shall give conditions, which a 
function of time must fulfill, in order to be the next-state function of a 
e.t. probabilistic automaton. 
DEFINITION 0.6. _A transition matrix function is a finite array of 
functions m~(x,  t), x 6 X,  i, j = 1, 2, . . .  , n defined on T, satisfying 
the following four conditions: for every i, j and s, t 6 T 
(I) m~j(x, t) >/O. 
(II) ~] m,~(x, t) = 1. 
3" 
(III) ~ m~k(x, t) mkj(x, s) = m~j(x, t -t- s) 
k 
(Chapman--Kolmogorov equation). 
(IV) Every m~3' is a measurable function in (0, oo ) and 
limt.o mi~(x, t) = 1. 
Considering the c,t. probabilistic automata we define (X × T)* as 
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the set of all finite sequences of elements of the Cartesian product 
X X T. Analogically to the d.t. automata, an element of (X X T)* 
will be called an input word. 
DEFINITION 0.7. Let c = (xl ,  tl) (x2, &) . . .  (xk, tk) be aninput word. 
Then the length of c is 
k 
lgc = ~-~ ti, 
where lg c denotes the length of c. In this case the length is a real 
number. 
I. INFINITESIMAL-STATE DIAGRAM 
In order to define the infinitesimal-state diagram, we introduce some 
elements of the Hille--Yoshida theory of semi-groups. 
DEFINITION 1.1. The set of linear bounded operators Tt,  t > 0, one of 
which transform a separable Banach space 8 into itself, which satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(a) ]1 T, [1 < 1, 
(b) T ~ E (weak convergence), 
(c) TtT, = Tt+~, for s, t > 0, is a semi-group of operators on g. 
IIT, [[--denotes the norm of operator Tt ,  E- - the identity mapping. 
We assume Tt = M(x, t) for a fixed x C X, and 8 = R~-~n-di - 
mensional Euclidean space, n--the cardinality of the state set S. Accord- 
ing to ( I I I ) ,  we have 
M(x, t)M(x, s) = M(x, t -b s), 
and M(x, t) are stochastic matrices (conditions ( I ) - ( IV) in Definition 
0.6). Hence, the set {M(x, t) :t E [0, oo )} satisfies the conditions (a)-(c) 
in Definition 1.1 and, consequently, forms a semi-group of operators. 
Now, for this semi-group we define the infinitesimal operator (in our 
case an infinitesimal matrix). 
DEFINITION 1.2. An infinitesimal matrix of the semi-group {M(x, t) : 
t E [0, co)} is the limit 
A(x)  = lim M(x, t) -- E 
t->O t ' 
where E denotes the identity matrix. The elements a~(x) of matrix 
A(x) are called rates of transition from state s~ to state sj .  
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We obtain from the equation 
M(x,  t + At) -- M(x,  t) 
At 
for At --~ 0 the differential equation 
with the solution 
where 
= M(x,  t) M(x,  At) -- E 
At 
d M(x,  t) _ M(x,  t )A(x) ,  (1) 
dt 
M(x,  t) = e A(~)t, 
¢ ¢  
( tA(x) )  h 
hffio ht 
We recall the basic theorem on infinitesimal matrices (el. Chung, 
1960). 
THEOI~EM 1.1. An infinitesimal matrix A(x)  = (a~j(x)) defines a 
transition matrix function if and only if 
ai~(x) > O, for i ~a j and ~ aii(x) = O. 
J 
Infinitesimal matrices may be used for defining the transition matrix 
functions of c.t. probabilistic automata. Hence we obtain 
9E~ = (Z, S, {A(x)}, 7r0, F, T), 
where {A(x)} denotes the set of infinitesimal matrices, x C X. 
SubstitutingM(x~, t~) = e ~(~°t~, inTr(c) = 7toM(x1, tl) " "  M(xk ,  tk), 
we get 
~r(c) = 7roe'4(xl)~le A(~)~ . . .  e A(~)t~, 
and finally 
re(c) = 7r(c)~,, where c = ((xl ,  t~)(x2, t2) . . -  (xk, t~)). 
Remark. In general 
eA(~l)tle A(x~)t2 ~& e~(X~)~2e A(~Dtl. 
Finally, we shall define an infinitesimal-state diagram for a given c.t. 
p robabilistie automaton. 
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/ 
FIG, 1. Part of an infinitesimal-state diagram for a e.t. automaton ~[g~ 
DEFINITION 1.3. An infinitesimal-state diagram for automaton ~l~ is a 
graph with n points, each of which represents one of the states of ~ ; 
and the point s~ is jointed with the point ss by means of a transmittance 
line oriented from s~ to sj,  marked by a~(x) for x E X (Fig. 1). 
Remark. If a~(x) = O, then for the input symbol x, s~ is not jointed 
with s~. 
II. EVENTS ACCEPTED BY C.T. PROBABILISTIC AUTOMATA 
The "event accepted by an automaton" is one of the fundamental 
notions in automata theory. In this section, we shall discuss its applica- 
tions in c.t. probabilistic automata. The basic definition (Definition2.1) 
is adapted from Rabin (1963). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let ~c be a c.t. probabilistic automaton and k be a 
real number, 0 4 k ~ 1. The set of words ~(~,  k) is defined by 
~(1)~, ~) = Ic:c E (X  X T)*, k < re(c)}. 
If c E ~(~c,  k), we say that c is accepted by ~o with cut-point ~; 
~(~,  k) will be called the set defined (or the event accepted) by ~ 
with cut-point ~. 
Considerations of the sets defined by c.t. probabilistic automata will be 
conducted for the class of ergodic automata. The definition of an ergodic 
automaton is given next. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let ~ = (X, S, (A(x)}, r0, F, T) be a c.t. prob- 
abilistic automaton. The ~ is an ergodic automaton, if for every x E X,  
lim mli(x, t) = c~j(x) exists, and ~ aj(x) = 1, where M(x, t) = 
t~¢¢ 2" 
(m~(z ,  t))  = e ~<~)~. 
The class of ergodic automata will be also considered in Sections I I I  
and IV. 
LEM~A 2.1. I f  ~]~ is an ergodic c.t. probabilistic automaton and if for 
x C X matrices M(x) have only real eigenvalues of order I, then for every 
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xEX 
re(x, t) = ~M(x ,  t )~ , 
is a monotonic function of t. 
The proof is easy and will be omitted. 
T~Eon~ 2.1. Let 9~c be an ergodie c.t. probabilistic automaton as in 
Lemma 2.1. Then 
(i) i f  c = ((xl ,  tl) (x2 , t~) . . .  (x~ , tk) ) E ~(~c  , ~), then the word 
c' = c(x', t') E f l (~  , ~), for every t' E T, i f  and only if, a(x')~y > ~, 
(ii) i fc  = (x~. ,t l)(x~,t2) . . .  (xk,tk) E f l (~o ,h)  anda(x')~p ~ ~, 
then c' = c(x', t') E ~(9~ , ~), if  and only if, t' < tk~ , where tk~ is defined 
by the equation 
~oM(c)M(x' ,  tk~)~F = ~, (') 
(iii) i f  C = (Xl, tl)(X~, t2) ' '" (Xk, tk) ~ f l (~¢,  h), then c' = 
c(x', t p) E ~(~¢,  ~), if  and only if, a(x')~y > ~ and t' > t~, where 
t~ is defined by(~). 
Proof. (i) Let c t E f l (~o,  h) for every t 'ET. Thus, l imc ~ E 
t t-~oO 
f l (~ ,  ~). Since 9~ is an ergodic automaton, it implies 
r0M(lim c') = a(x') .  
t r-~oO 
Hence we obtain ~r0M(lim c~)~ > h and consequently a(x~)~y > ~. 
Conversely, let voM(c)~ > }, and a(x')y~ > ~. We must prove that 
~roM(c')~ -~ voM(c)M(x' ,  t')~y > ~, for every t' E T. We may write 
~oM(c)M(x' ,  t ')yr = ~(c')yF, and ~r~M(c)w = ~(c)~.  We assume at 
first that ~r(c~)y~ > ~(c)y~ for t' > O. Then we take 0 ~ t ~ ~ t" 
t" < . . . .  Let ~r(c") = ~r(c')M(x', t" - t'), ~(c") = ~r(c")M(x ~, 
t" - t~), . . . . .  Since i)~ is ergodic, we get by Lemma 2.1 
~(x')~ > ...  > ~(c")~ > ~(c")w > ~(c')~ > ~(e)~ > ~. 
Thus, c' E t~(~r~c, X) for every t' E T. The second case ~r(c')y~ ~ ~r(c)y~,, 
for t ~ > 0 can be proved in the same way. In both cases we 
have a ( J )y~ > },. This completes the proof of point (i). 
(ii). c E f l (~ ,  X). 
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Hence r (c )~ > X. 
(1) Let a(x')~?e = X. Because of the ergodic property of i)~c, we 
have roM(c)M(x' ,  tkr) = a(x') ,  if tkr -+ ~. It implies that if t' < ~,  
then c' C f l (~c,  X). 
(2) Let a(x')~F < X. The proof of point (i) results in a(X')~F < 
r(C")VF < 7r(C')~r < ~(C)~F, and X C [~(x')vF, ~r(c)~]. Since the 
transition matl~x function M(x',  t r) is a continuous function of t' for 
fixed x' C X, there exists t' = tkr E T, such that 
r(c')~F = roM(c)M(x' ,  t~,)Ve = k. 
Furthermore, we have the condition t' < tkr, because M(x ' ,  t') is a 
monotonic function for fixed x' C X. 
(iii). It can be proved like point (ii). 
COaOLLAaY. I f  ,vonr > k and ~ is an ergodic c.t. probabilistic auto- 
maton as in Lemma 2.1, then all words constructed by the use of symbols x 
(for every t E T), such that a(x)~?r > h, belong to the event fl(~l~,, h). 
The following lemma may be useful in applications of Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.2. I f  the infinitesimal matrix A(x)  of a c.t. probabilistic 
automaton ~o = (X, S, {A(x)}, ~0, F, T} is of rank n - 1 for a fixed 
x E X, where n denotes the number of states, then the autonomous automaton 
<x, S, A(x), vo , F, T} is an ergodic automaton. 
Proof. The equation 
limdm~j(x't) _ O, for i , j  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
t - ,~  dt 
and the condition from Definition 2.2 are equivMent. Equation (1) 
implies that we must prove the existence of the solution of 
M(x)A(x) = o, 
where M(x)  = Jim M(x,  t) with the condition ~ a~-(x) = 1. But 
t~oo j= l  
M(x)  = 
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therefore, we obtain the following formula: 
a(x) (x) = (0, 0, . . .  , 0, 1). 
It  can be shown easily that the vector (1, 1, . . .  , 1) and the rows of A (x) 
are linearly independent. Thus the matrix 
is of rank n and the solution of 
a; (x )  - 
Ajgz) 
~_, A.(x) ' 
where Aii denotes the cofactor of a~-~ ; j = 1, 2, . . .  , n. Applying the 
Gershgorin theorem (ef. Gantmacher, 1959), we get ai >~ 0. 
Now we shall apply the idea of isolated cut-point given by Rabin 
(1963) to Theorem 2.1. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A cut-point k is called isolated with respect o ~c  if 
there exists a ~ > 0 such that 
".< Ira(e) - k l ,  for a l l  cE  (Z× T)*. 
We obtain the next theorem from Definition 2.3 and Theorem 2.1. 
T~EORE~ 2.2. I f  k is an isolated cut-point with respect o an ergodic c.t. 
probabilistic automaton ~g¢ , then 
~(1)~o, h) = +, or ~(1)~,, h) = (X X T)*, 
where • denotes the empty event. 
III. CONNECTIVITY OF C.T. PROBABILISTIC AUTOMATA 
The connectivity of a given automaton is an important problem in the 
analysis in automata theory. The notion of "connectivity" is similar 
to that of "ergodieity" in the theory of Marker chains. If we assume, 
however, that the probabilistic automaton is an ergodie automaton, 
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then it need not be a strongly connected automaton and conversely. 
The theorems of this section are formulated for c.t. probabilistic auto- 
mata, but they hold as well for discrete-time probabilistic automata. In 
this case we must modify Definitions 3.1 and 3.2. 
The following definitions are generalizations of definitions for con- 
nected and strongly connected automata that are considered in the 
deterministic automata theory. Paz (1966) has considered a particular 
ease of Definition 3.1. 
Let ~r,~ denote the n-component vector (0, 0, • • • , 0, i, 0, • • • , 0) the 
ith component of which is 1. The term ~ is the distribution state of 
~ ,  i.e., ~ is in state s~ with probability 1 (cf. Definition 0.2). 
Likewise, let 
(,11 si 
n~ where nk~ = k = 1,2, . . .  n. 
n,~ = i ' k = i '  ' 
t.Y~i) 
DEFINITION 3.1. A c.t. probabilistic automaton 9]Z, is connected with 
cut-point X, 0 < X < 1, if for every s~ E S, we can find c E (X X T)* 
such that 
~oM(c)~j > X. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A c.t. probabilistie automaton 9Eo is strongly con- 
nected with cut-point X, 0 < X < 1, if for each pair of states s, sj E S 
we can find c E (X × T)* such that 
If ~ ,  is a connected automaton, it means that the automaton ~o,  
with initial distribution state ~0, can be transited to any other state with 
probability higher than X. Similarly, a c.t probabilistic automaton ~
is strongly colmected with cut-point X, if for any initial state s~ E S, 
there exists a transition to each of other states sj C S with probability 
higher than X. 
T~EOREM 3.1. I f  a probabilistic automaton ~ is an ergodic automaton 
as in Lemma 2.1, then 9E¢ is strongly connected with cut-point X, such that 
X _< min max a(x )~ j .  
sjES zEX 
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Proof. From the definitions of ~r~, and ~j  we obtain 
lr,~ ~,j = i = j "  
Since ~,  is ergodic, the probability ~r,~M(x, t)~l~j is a monotonic function 
of t for a fixed x E X. Furthermore, for every x E X 
lim ~r,,M(x, t)~, 5 = ot(x)y~ i . 
If i # j(z,~y,~ = 0) we obtain 
~r~,n, i ..< 7r~,M(x, t')n, ~ ..< ~r~,M(x, t")n~i -.< "'" < a(x)~l~¢, 
where 0 < t' < t" < • • • . Thus, for a sufficient large value of t, we ob- 
tain ~r~,M(x, t)y,j + e >/ a(x)y~j ,  for 8 > 0. Because of the arbitrary 
choice of x E X, the probability ~r~M(x, t)y~j is equal to max~ex a(x)~, i 
at the limit. If i = j(~r~y,~ = 1), then a(x)y~j ..< 7r~,M(x, t)y~j , for 
any t E T. Hence, for any state sj E S, we get min~ez max~ex a(x)~ i . 
Thus, the theorem holds. 
THEORE~ 3.2. I f  a probabilistic automaton ~r~ is strongly connected 
with cut-point ~, then 9~ is connected with cut-point 
kl = k rain Iro~ . 
siE8 
The proof is straightforward and therefore it will be omitted. 
THEORE~ 3.3. Let 9~ = {X, S, [A(x)}, 7to, F, T)  be a c.t. probabilistic 
automaton. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) 9~ is strongly connected with cut-point k > O, 
(ii) the infinitesimal state diagram for ~ is strongly connected, 
(iii) the autonomous c.t. probabilistic automaton (S, A,  m,  F, T} 
is an ergodic automaton with vector a > 0 (i.e., a~ > 0, i = 1, 2, .. • , n), 
where A = ~_,~ex A(x ) .  
Proof. (i) --~ (ii). Let sl ,  s~ E S. Only the case s~ ~ s~ must be con- 
sidered. By assumption there is a word c E (X X T)*, such 
that r~,M(c)y,~ > k > 0. Let M(c) = M(x~,  h)M(x2, t~) . . .  M(x~,  t~). 
Then the sequence (at least one) s~ --+ s(x~) = s~ --~ s(x~) = s~ --> 
• • • --~ sx~ = s~ is produced by the transition from st to s~. with probability 
~ 0. Furthermore, all the indirect states are different. Hence, 
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mikl(Xl, tl) > 0, mklk2(X2, t~) > 0, " • , mkh_is(x~, th) > 0. From Defini- 
tion 0.6 and Theorem 1.1, we obtain that meal(x1 , tl) is an increasing 
function of tl, analogously m~ik~(x2, t2) is also an increasing function and 
so on. So that a,k~(x~) > O, ak~k2(x2) > O, • .. , a~h_~(xh) > 0. I t  implies 
that the states ¢ and sj on the infinitesimal-state diagram are connected. 
Because of arbitrariness of s~ and s~, point (ii) holds. 
(ii) -+ (iii). Evidently, (S, A, ~ro, F, T) is an ergodic e.t. automaton. 
We need to prove only that a~ > 0, for ~ = 1, 2, • • • , n. I f  we assume 
At  ai = 0, then from Lemma 2.1 7r, se y~ = 0 (i ~ j) for each sj- C S and 
t C T and consequently af i= ~,~ex aji(x) = 0 or a~(x) = 0, for each 
x C X and s~. E S(i ~ j ) .  But by assumption the infinitesimal-state 
diagram for ~ is strongly connected. Thus, a~ > 0 for i = 1, 2, . - .  , n. 
(iii) --~ (i). Since a~ > 0 (i = 1, 2, . . .  , n), fo reach j  ~ i there is 
x E X such that a~(x) > 0; hence, m~(x, t) > 0, for t > 0, or there is 
c ~ (X  X T)*, such that m~(c) > 0. Thus, the probabil ity of transition 
from any state sj to state s~ via the input word c (or the symbol x) is 
positive. Then point (i) holds. 
Finally, we present a strongly connected non-ergodic automaton. Let 
~ be a 4-state automaton with an arbitrary initial distribution state ~ro 
and an arbitrary final state set F and let X = {x~, x2}. We assume the 
following infinitesimal matrices: 
I i °i] I!°°!] A(xl)  = -1  0 A(x2) = -1  1 0 - - i  ' 1 - - I  " o ½ - o o - 
I t  can be shown that ~o is strongly connected with cut-point ~ > 0 and 
~c  is non-ergodic in the sense of Definition 2.2. 
IV. D ISCRETE APPROXIMATIONS OF C.T. PROBABIL ISTIC 
AUTOMATA 
In  this part we shall compare d.t. and e.t. probabilistic automata nd 
we shall introduce a behavioral equivalence between the two types of 
automata. The problem of replacing c.t. probabilistic automata by d.t. 
automata is of technical importance. In Knast (1967) a method for the 
structural synthesis of any d.t. probabilistie automaton is given. Thus, 
the knowledge of the discrete approximation allows for an approximate 
technical realization of a e.t. automaton. 
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In the next definition we associate a one-parameter family of d.t. 
probabilistic automata with every c.t. probabilistic automaton. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let h > 0 denote the time interval between the dis- 
crete moments t' = 0, 1, . . .  of a d.t. probabilistic automaton. The d.t. 
probabilistic automaton ~h = (X, S, {M(x)}, v0, F} is said to be the 
discrete skeleton (or approximation) of ~c = (X, S, {M(x ,  t)}, ~0, F, T} 
at scale h, if for every x C X ,  M(x)  = M(x ,  h). We shall write ~ N ~h. 
This definition implies that each c.t. probabilistic automaton has its 
discrete approximations. Two questions arise in connection with the 
above definition. First, what is the necessary and sufficient condition for 
a given probabilistic automaton with d.t. to be a discrete approximation 
of a c.t. probabilistic automaton? Second, to what extent do the discrete 
skeletons approximate the c.t. probabilistie automata s h --~ 0? 
T~EOnE~ 4.1. Let ff~c = (X, S, {A(X)}, ~ro , F, T} be a c.t. probabilistic 
automaton and ~h = (X,  S, {M(x)}, ~0, F} be a d.t. probabilistic au- 
tomaton, h > O. The 9~ h is the discrete approximation of ~ , i f  and only if, 
for each x E X In M(x)  exists. I f  the condition is satisfied, then A (x) = 
h -1 la M(x)  and M(x ,  kh) = Mk(x) ,  k = O, 1, 2, . . . .  
Proof. If ~ N ~,  then M(x ,  h) = M(x), for x C X. Since M(x ,  h) = 
e A(~)h, we obtain hA(x)  = In M(x ,  h) = In M(x) .  Conversely, let 
A(x)h  = In M(x) .  I t  follows M(x)  = e A(~)h = M(x ,  h). Finally, M(x ,  
kh) = e "~(~)kh = (eA(~)) hk = Mk(x) .  
COROLLARY. I f  ~ is an ergodic c.t. probabilistic automaton, then any of 
its discrete approximations ~ ' ,  9~ ~ 9~ h, is ergodic, too. 
We recall now the definition of regular events for d.t. automata. A set 
___ X is called a regular event, if there exists a deterministic automaton 
(~ with d.t. such that ~ = fl((~) (cf. Rabin (1963)). For e.t. automata we 
propose the following definition of a regular event based on discrete 
approximations. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let ~h N ~.  The set defined by ~c  with cut-point 
will be called a regular event, if for any discrete approximation ~h of 
~ ,  the event accepted by frith with cut-point ~ is regular. 
In order to prove the existence of an automaton 9~ with e.t., which 
defines nonregular events, we consider m-adic probabilistic automata s 
discrete approximations of c.t. probabilistic automata. The class of 
m-adic automata was investigated by Rabin (1963), Paz (1966), and 
Salomaa (1967). 
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DEFINITION 4.3. The 2-state probabilistie automaton ~ with d.t. 
over the alphabet X = {xl, x~, - . .  , xm} is said to be m-adic, if the 
transition matrices are 
M(i) = 
mm -- i i ] m m 
- - i - -1  i+ l  
m m 
i = 0,1, . . . ,m- -  1, 
and the non-initial state is designated. 
It  can be shown that the event ~(~)~m, k) is regular, if and only if, the 
cut-point ~ is rational (Theorem 1, Salomaa, 1967). Thus, if ~ is ir- 
rational, then ~(~m,  )~) is non-regular. We shall prove that 2-adie 
probabilistic automata re discrete approximations of a probabilistic 
automaton ~ with c.t. 
LEMMA 4.1. The 2-adic probabilistic automaton is a discrete approxi- 
mation of an automaton ~]~c constructed as follows: 
~o = (X  = {xl,x~}, S = {sl, s2},A(xl) 
(1 Ol) ,) = ,A(x~)= _ ,~o= (1 ,0 ) ,F={s l  . 
The proof is straightforward and will be omitted. 
Now we are able to formulate the next theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. There are c.t. probabilistic automata ~ with cut-point 
k E [0, 1) such that the event fl(9]Z~, ~) is nonregular in the sense of Defini- 
tion 4.2. 
V. SIMPLE MODELS OF C.T. PROBABILISTIC AUTOMATA 
Finally, two models will be considered. The first one is a reliability 
model with input; the other one is a controlled nuclear eaction. Both fall 
within the axiomatic framework of the c.t probabilistie automata. 
EXAMPLE 1. Reliability model with input. In many papers on reliability, 
e.g., Tin Htun (1966), Dolazza (1966), the following model is considered. 
The whole system is a collection of units or subsystems joined together 
according to a certain pattern. The state of this system is characterized 
by three collections: the collection of units in operation, the collection of 
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units used in active standby, and the collection of untis bein~ repaired 
because of failure. The change of the system state occurs when a unit in 
operation or in active standby has failed and when a damaged unit has 
been mended. In the first case, one of the units in active standby auto- 
matically replaces the damaged one; in the other ease the repaired unit 
immediately becomes the standby. The behavior of the model (the 
transition from state to state) is characterized by giving the rates, 
namely, the failure and repair rates of the units. 
The system described is considered from the point of view of reliability 
with the following general assumption: The same kind of work is done by 
the system during the time period considered. This model of reliability 
becomes a c.t. probabilistic automation if we assume there are several 
kinds of work done by the system, and the kind of work performed has 
an influence on the failure rate of the units or the repair rate depends on 
the kind of work actually done. The kind of work performed by the 
system at moment (independent of the state of the system) is treated 
as the input of the system. It is easy to check that this model fulfills the 
conditions of a e.t. probabilistic automaton. 
We shall consider as an example a system composed of two redundant 
units, doing two kinds of work. We shall define the states of the system 
as follows: Sl--one unit is operating, the other one is in active standby; 
s~--one unit is operating, one under repair; s3--both units under repair. 
(We have introduced an additional simplifying assumption, that the 
repair rates do not depend on whether the failure occurred uring opera- 
tion or in standby.) From the point of view of reliability, state sl is 
assumed to be the initial state, that is, ~0 = (1, 0, 0), and the set of 
designated final states is F = [sl, s~}. 
Thus, the above system can be treated as a certain e.t. probabilistie 
automaton 
~ = (Z  = {xl, x~}, S = {sl, s , ,  s3}, A(x l ) ,  A(x2),  ~ro, F, T}, 
where 
A(x,) 
[-x(x,) x(x,) o \ 
x(x ) ],  
\o  
i = 1, 2; xl and x~ denote the kind of work done by the system, and 
k(x~), ~(x~) denote failure and repair rates, respectively. 
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FIG. 2. Infinitesimal-state diagram for the automaton of Example 1 
FIG. 3. Infinitesimal-state diagram for the automaton of Example 2 
The infinitesimal-state diagram for the automaton ~c  is shown in Fig. 
EXAMPLE 2. This example is adopted from Urbanik (1957). I f  at the 
moment  the system has n particles, then the system is said to be in state 
s(t)  = s~ ; if at a certain instant, there is an explosion, then for T >/ t 
we assume s (T )  = So. One can assume that, approximately, either the 
quantity of particles increases or there is an explosion. This process can 
be treated as a controlled M arkov process. The process rates are as fol- 
lows: 
aoi(X) = O, for i=  1 ,2 , - . .N ,  and x E X 
I 'y(x), for i=  0, or k =N 
ak~x = iTs(x), for i = k+ 1, k = 1,2, . . . ,N -  1, 
~0, for i#O,k+l  
where the input symbol x represents the control parameter of the proc- 
ess, N is a given natural number. Thus we obtain 
I 0 0 0 0 . . .  0 
|~(x)  -~(x)  - ~l(z) ~1(~) o . . .  o 
A(x)  = [~(x) 0 -~(z ) -  ~(x)  ~(x)  - . .  0 
. . . .  o . . . . . . .  o . . . . .  o : - ixi 
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The distribution state of the system is determined by 
dr 
- ~A(x) ,  
d$ 
where ~r denotes the distribution state of the system. The final state set F 
contains N and the initial state ~0 # (1, 0, • • • , 0). The above system is 
also a model of a c.t. probabilistie automaton. 
RECEIVED: September 17, 1968 
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